
    A twenty minute drive south of the incredibly beautiful, Spanish colonial-styled town of Antigua, Guatemala 
and located at the base of Volcán de Fuego is Luis Pedro’s Finca Candelaria. An active stratovolcano, Volcán de 
Fuego is a constant presence in the region with daily plumes of ash erupting form the top of the volcano. Walking 
around the farm, one can easily find said ash scattered lightly here and there on the coffee plants themselves. 
Located in Alotenango, Guatemala, Finca Candelaria is a large farm. The only agriculture on the farm is coffee, 
but portions of the farm that reach well up into the volcano’s slopes are set aside as forrest reserve.
   Luis Pedro Zelaya, who is the father of Luis Pedro Zelaya Zamora (the owner of our Guatemalan exporting 
partner), purchased Candelaria 10 years ago. Quite run down when he acquired it, today the farm is thriving. This 
is by no means dumb luck. In fact, the farm is beset with agricultural struggle: coffee leaf rust is a constant threat, 
strong winds cause damage to the coffee plants, the soil is rife with nematodes… but, for each agricultural woe, 
there is a management solution that, if handled properly, allows plants to flourish. For the coffee leaf rust there 
is a routine of spraying and soil applied fungicides that happens four times a year. Beyond that there is intensive 
pruning in every third row of plants as well as the routine pruning of shade trees. This assures there is plenty of 
light and air available to the plants and limits the amount of moisture in the air. All of these factors (along with 
the aforementioned fungicides) help to limit the propagation of roya (or coffee leave rust) which is a fungus 
that attacks and kills the leaves of the coffee plant. Fighting the nematodes is a logistically mind-boggling yet 
agriculturally primitive task. Every single one of the tens of thousands of coffee plants grown on Candelaria is 
grafted on to Robusta rootstock. Robusta is another species of coffee, one that is less delicious in the cup than 
Arabica (the species we drink as specialty coffee), but in many ways, more sturdy as a plant than Arabica. When 
the coffee plants are seedlings they are cut and grafted onto Robusta seedling roots before being grown in the 
nursery and then transferred to the field. Robusta rootstock is, as you probably guessed, nematode resistant. As 
for the strong winds, rows of wind breaking hedges are grown strategically throughout the farm.
    The result of this well managed farm is a healthy and thriving estate that produces excellent and deeply agreeable 
coffees. Due to the relatively low altitude for specialty coffee, the farm produces some stellar early harvest lots, 
such as this one. While many Guatemalan lots are still on the drying beds or resting in parchment waiting to be 
milled and shipped, we are able to have this fresh lot landed in the States and ready to roast!

  FINCA CANDEL ARIA
                  SEASONAL OFFERING 

COUNTRY GUATEMAL A

REGION ALOTENANGO

ALTITUDE 1,200 - 1,600 MASL

OWNER LUIS PEDRO ZEL AYA

VARIETALS CATURRA, VILL A SARCHI, CATUAI, 
AND B300 (DWARF BOURBON)

PROCESSING WASHED

         IN 
    THE CUP

Showcasing the most agreeable of Central American cup profiles, this lot has loads 
of milk chocolate both on the nose as well as in the cup. As the coffee cools look for 
an elegant dried apricot quality with a lingering candied nut finish.

THE 
TAKEAWAY 

Located in Alotenango, just south of Antigua at the base of Volcán de Fuego, Finca 
Candelaria is a meticulously managed farm owned by Luis Pedro Zelaya Sr., the 
father of Luis Pedro Zelaya Zamaora, our exporting partner in Guatemala.
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